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HP2B is your organization’s own customized HP online store that
frees you from the red tape and paperwork that is ordinarily
part of IT procurement. Intuitive and easy to use, HP2B allows
you to focus on more valuable aspects of your job.
This quick guide is designed to help you understand all the
different user roles that can be defined within HP2B, and which
capabilities are assigned to each one. We’ll also show you how
to create automatic workflows to streamline approvals and
avoid purchasing errors.
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Introduction
A key feature of HP2B is that you can define different roles for different types
of users. This gives you control over privileges within the system. You can also
create workflows that automatically route purchasing requests through the
system for approval.
For example, you may want a marketing professional to be able to view the catalog
of HP products and services — which has pre-negotiated standard products and
prices in it — and request the purchase of a new scanner. But you don’t want to give
her the authority to actually issue a purchase order (PO). She must send the request
to her manager, who controls the budget, to create and approve the PO. If you
choose — for example, if the amount of the scanner is above a certain price
threshold — her manager could even be required to get approval from a user with a
higher assigned role. All this can be managed automatically within HP2B workflows.
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Types of users
There are six types of user roles. Each role varies by its access rights
and what actions the user is authorized to take. Any type of user (viewer,
requester, purchaser, manager, end customer, or customer administrator)
can have additional capabilities added to their role, such as Order Reporting
Access and the “view all quotes” capability.

Role

HP2B privileges

Viewer

This type of user is the most restricted. Viewers can look at what’s been negotiated as available for
purchase, and at what prices. They can create a “quote” — basically an informal request to purchase
products or services — and pass it along by email or by using the “share quote capability” to a user
who has more authority within HP2B for approval.

• Browse catalog
• Configure personal “favorite” items for
repeat purchases
• Create, copy, and share quotes by email
• Apply special pricing codes

Requester

You would designate a particular individual as a “requester” rather than “viewer” if you want them
to participate in an automated approval workflow. Requesters can enter quotes into the system
as “purchase requests.” Although purchase requests still require approval from a user with more
authority to become official purchase orders (POs), purchase requests are officially entered into the
HP2B system and can be tracked and reported on.

Everything a viewer can do, plus:
• Create and submit “purchase requests”

Manager

Managers have more responsibility than requesters or viewers. They can approve purchase requests,
for example, from requesters.

Everything a requester can do, plus:
• Reject purchase requests (giving a reason)
• Approve purchase requests (which
sends a PO to the designated purchaser)

Purchaser

As the highest authority in a workflow, purchasers can either approve or reject purchase requests, or
submit POs on their own behalf.

Everything a manager can do plus:
• Approve or reject managers’ or requesters’
purchase requests
• Submit POs directly to HP2B (no approval needed)

This type of user works for customers that are purchasing HP products and services through
partners. If end customers connect to the partner´s portal, they won´t see HP prices.

Viewer access without prices

End customer

Customer
administrator
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Definition

This designation should only be given to highly trusted individuals, as they will have the power to
assign roles and spending limits to other users. Any type of user can also be designated as
a customer administrator.

• Assign roles to each HP2B user
• Assign spending limits (and currencies) to each user
• Assign who can approve purchase requests and
purchase orders
• Approve/reject user access to different HP2B
capabilities

Order reporting
access
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Order reporting access

Order reporting access is a feature that allows users to
search for and view the status of orders. They can search
based on a number of parameters, such as delivery date,
product name or number, price, invoice number, shipment
documents, and many others. Any user can be given access
to order reporting access.
There are three levels of order reporting access that customer
administrators can assign:
Order reporting access:
Order Status SLA
Reporting

Provide access to the
“Order reporting access” page

Order Status Prices
Limited

Provide access to “Order status” page,
but not showing prices.

Order Status Prices

Provide access to prices on the “Order
status” and “Order reporting” pages.
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Advanced order search

If any level of order reporting access is given to a user,
an “Advanced order search” link will appear on their
“Order status” page, so they know what is happening
to an order at any time.

Approval
workflows
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Your ability to establish an approval workflow is a key feature of HP2B. Using this feature,
you ensure that there is no rogue purchasing — that every purchase is recorded by HP2B,
approved by the appropriate people, and put into the system to track and monitor.
You can choose whether you will be using workflows or not when your
HP representative first sets up your HP2B catalog. If no workflow is chosen,
only users who are purchasers can initiate and submit POs.

NOTE: If you choose to deploy a workflow, you must
ask your HP customer service representative to
choose either “cost-based” or “role-based” workflows
when they set up your HP2B catalog. You can always
ask to change this later.

Approval workflows

Role-based
approval workflows
Role-based approval workflows are exactly what they sound
like. Approvals of purchases are based upon the roles of
the individual users making the purchase requests.
There are two tiers to role-based workflows: Tier 2 and Tier 3,
depending on whether two or more approvers are needed to
officially place the order.
Each type of user (except purchasers) has an assigned
“approver.” Depending on the tier, a requester will have
a specific purchaser (Tier 2) or purchaser and manager
(Tier 3).
In a Tier 2 workflow, the requester initiates the process. The
purchaser approves the purchase request and submits the
PO.
In a Tier 3 workflow, all three users — requester, manager, and
purchaser — are involved. The purchase request is submitted
by the requestor; the manager and purchaser must both
approve it; and the purchaser then submits the PO.
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Cost-based
workflows
In this workflow, the number of approvers needed — one or
two — is based on the amount of the purchase request,
not the role. For example, Manager 1 is authorized to approve
purchases of less than $1,000. Manager 2 can approve
purchases that are between $2,000 and $100,000. And
Manager 3 can approve purchases of more than $100,000.
Choosing this workflow type means you assign spending
limits (in whatever currency you like) to users with purchasing
authority (managers and purchasers). Customer administrators
do this. They can also add products from HP’s “Open Market
Catalog” — HP’s central catalog of products and services — to
their organization’s catalogs.
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Sample
workflows
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Here we’ll walk you through some workflow
scenarios based upon both role- and costbased approval workflows.

Sample role-based workflow 1:

Creating a
purchase request
(1) Our role-based user has been assigned
a requester role. The first thing a requester does
is log in to HP2B.

2

1

(2) Their organization’s Home Page appears.
(3) The requester chooses the products they
want from the catalog and clicks on “Checkout”
to continue.

3
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Sample role-based workflow 1:

(4) When the requester clicks on “Checkout,”
a new screen appears asking them to name their
purchase request. NOTE: They are not given the
option to create a PO because, as a requester,
they do not have that authority.

4
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(5) The requester is asked to confirm the billing
and delivery details. They do this, and after clicking
“continue,” the “Cart summary” appears.
The requester clicks on “Create Purchase Order”
to finish the request.
NOTE: They may also have to click a “Terms and
Conditions” box before continuing, depending on
how HP2B was set up for their organization.
(6) The “Thank you” confirmation page appears,
and the requester will get an email confirmation
that their purchase request is in the system.
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Sample role-based workflow 2:

Approving a
purchase request
Now we will see how a user who has been
designated a manager approves the purchase
request. The manager gets an email telling them
that a requester has submitted a purchase
request.

1

2

(1) First, the manager logs into HP2B.
(2) The HP2B Home Page appears. The manager
clicks on “Purchase requests to approve” (found
under the drop-down “My account” icon [
]
on the Home Page) to find out if any purchase
requests are waiting for approval.
(3) The “Purchase requests to approve”
screen appears.
(4) The manager sees that they have a purchase
request pending from a requester. The manager
can either view details or reject the purchase request.
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Sample role-based workflow 2:

(5) In either case, the “New Purchase Request”
page appears. If the manager has rejected or
wishes to reject the purchase request, they can
write an explanation in the “Comment” section at
the bottom of the page and click “Reject.”
An email is sent back to the requester, who
can read why the purchase request has been
turned down.
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Sample role-based workflow 2:

(6) If the manager approves the purchase request,
they click on “Approve.” They can also add a
comment if they like.

6

(7) The purchaser receives an email that a
purchase request is waiting for their approval.
They log in to HP2B and click through to the
“Purchase requests to approve” screen. They
locate the manager’s request.

7
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Sample role-based workflow 2:

(8) The purchaser clicks on the “Actions” icon [ ] of
a purchase request to view details or to reject it.

8

(9) The purchaser clicks “View details” and the “Order
summary” page appears. The purchaser then clicks
on “Create purchase order.“
At this point, the purchase request is turned into
an official PO and submitted to the HP2B system.

9
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Sample cost-based workflow 1:

Creating a
purchasing request
Let’s now look at how a cost-based workflow
works. At first, it is the same as a role-based
workflow. A user given the role of a requester logs
in to the system, shops for products, places them
in the shopping cart, and creates a purchase
request.
(1) The “Thank you” confirmation page appears,
and the requester gets an email confirmation that
their purchase request is in the system.
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Sample cost-based workflow 2:

Approving a
purchase request
Now we will see how a manager approves a costbased purchase request. The manager gets an
email informing them that a purchase request has
been submitted.

1
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(1) They log in to HP2B and click on the “My
account” icon [
]. They select “Purchase
requests to approve” from the drop-down menu
(2) They click on “View details.“
(3) They click “Approve“ to approce the purchase
orer request.
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Sample cost-based workflow 2:

(4) However, the purchase request exceeds the
spending limit set within HP2B for this manager.
A message in red appears: “The total exceeds
your spending limit. The purchase request will
be sent to the next level approver.” This means
that the purchase request must go to a user — a
purchaser — with a higher-amount authority for
final approval.
A user who has been designated a purchaser
with more purchasing power than the manager
receives an email that a purchase request is
waiting for approval. They log in to HP2B and click
through to the “Purchase requests to approve”
screen and approve it.
Because the amount is within the purchaser’s
approved purchasing power, the purchase request
is turned into an official PO, and submitted to the
HP2B system. From this point on, any of the users
involved in this sequence of events can log in to
HP2B and see the status of the order.
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Sample cost-based workflow 2:

Creating purchase
requests without
assigned approvers
(1) Any purchase that this user requests needs
to go to a manager or purchaser with a higher
purchasing limit for approval. But in this case, no
approver has been assigned. So the purchase
request goes to a “pool” of requests that any
purchaser with sufficient financial authority can
approve.
(2) Any such purchaser can add a note and click
“Create purchase order.”
At this point, the purchase request is turned
into an official PO, and submitted in to the
HP2B system.
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Glossary
User
A user is anyone who has been assigned one of the six roles. They can be
a customer administrator, end customer, or a user with an specific role assigned
(viewer, requester, purchaser, manager).

Role
A role is assigned to each user that determines what actions they can take, and
what HP2B capabilities they have access to. There are six roles: viewer, requester,
manager, purchaser, end customer, and customer administrator.

Purchase request
A user assigned the “requester” role place products in their shopping cart
for a manager or purchase to approve for purchase.

Purchase order
When a purchase request is approved, it gets turned into a PO, which is sent
through the system as a formal purchase.

Workflow
A workflow is a prescribed order in which purchases are requested and approved
by users in designated manager or purchaser roles.
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Role-based workflow
A role-based workflow is when approval of a purchase is based
on the roles of the users.

Cost-based workflow
A cost-based workflow is when approval of a purchase is based
upon the cost of the request.

Tier 2 workflow
Two users are needed to approve a purchase request.

Tier 3 workflow
Three users or more are needed to approve a purchase request.
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FAQ
1 When is recommended to set a workflow?
Set a workflow if you want to have an automatic approval flow, rather than
manually moving a purchase request through the system. You can choose
which works best given your specific procurement processes.

2 What types of approval workflows
does HP2B have?
You can create approval workflows based on user role (role-based
workflow), or the cost of the purchase (cost-based workflow).

3 How long is a purchase request valid?
Unlike a quote, a purchase request does not have a time limit on its validity.
However, if products or services on the purchase request are no longer
available on HP2B, then the purchase request would have to be recreated.

4 Can you add a new approver to an existing
purchase request if the current approver is
not available?
Not yet, but in future versions of HP2B, this will be possible.

5 Where can I find my purchase requests?
Under the “My account” section in the top right corner of the navigation
menu of HP2B.

6 How do I get notified that I have a purchase
request to review?
You should receive an email telling you when you need to review
a purchase request.

7 Will the PO have the same name as the
purchase request?
Yes, they will be labeled with the same name.

8 Can I see all purchase requests from all
organizations in one place?
Yes, you can see all purchase requests when you click on “Purchase
requests to approve” from the drop-down menu that appears when
you click on “My account” icon [ ] at the top right of the
Home Page.

9 How can I update my personal information
at the account level?
You can do this by clicking “My account “ icon [ ] in the top right corner
(right next to the “Cart“ icon [ ]) and selecting “Personal information“
from the menu.

10 Can I change the user ID of my
existing account?
No, you have to request this from your IT department.

11 What are the registration steps from a user
perspective (step-by-step)?
This depends on how access is provided by the customer administrator.
If the customer administrator clicks on the function “Generate URL,” the
system will send a URL to the prospective user by email. By clicking on the
link, the user will be walked through the registration steps. Once the user
has registered, the customer administrator can approve the user and
assign them a role and Order Reporting Access level.
If customer administrators click on the function “Add user,” this will prompt
them to add users’ details. This directly adds users to H2PB. When new
users attempt to log in they will be asked to create passwords. Once this is
done, they get immediate access.
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12 What does the customer administrator
need to specify when they request access
for a user?
At the time they approve access for a user, customer administrators
need to tell HP2B which country site and catalogs the user has access to.
Customer administrators would also assign roles and specify what type of
order reporting access the user has at that time.

13 What is the difference between my login ID
and email address?
The login ID is your username in HP2B. This username is associated with
your email. Most users choose to use their email as their login ID, but that
is not required.

14 Is the login ID case sensitive?
Yes, even if you choose to use your email address.

15 What do I do if I forget my password?
On the screen where you are prompted to enter your password is a link to
reset it if you’ve forgotten.

16 What do I do if my login doesn’t work?
You can ask for it to be reset. For other issues, contact your
HP customer support representative.

